
N. Utah effort served as blueprint

Introduced in 1999, the Quality Growth Strategy was formed amid

growing concerns about population growth, said Alan Matheson,

the former executive director of Envision Utah, a nonprofit

organization dedicated to creating and sustaining communities.

Matheson, who began working with Envision Utah in 2004, left the

organization in 2011 to serve as the senior environmental ad’,iser

to Utah Gov. Gary Herbert.

While the growth strategy has since evolved to become Wasatch

Choice for 2040, a more comprehensive and detailed plan,

Matheson said most cities in Northern Utah continue to follow many

of its core principles, including enhancing air quality and providing

additional housing and transportation choices.

“A vast majority of the municipalities in the 10-county Wasatoh area

have adopted changes to their master plans and ordinances to be

consistent with the Quality Growth Strategy,” he said. “There are

certainly some that have adopted it less enthusiastically than

others, but a majority have bought into it.”

After developing and implementing the growth strategy for Northern

Utah, Envision Utah later played a key role in the development of

Vision Dixie, a plan designed specifically for Washington County,

said Kenneth Sizemore, executive director of the Five County

Association of Governments and a member of the Vision Dixie

Implementation Committee.

“It certainly was a template for the work that the Washington

County commissioners wanted to embark on,” he said of Envision

Utah’s Quality Growth Strategy. “We had a lot of influence from

Envision Utah.’

While developing the northern Utah plan, Envision Utah sought to

include the public in the process, Matheson said.

By the late 1990s, northern Utah residents felt the impact of the

area’s growing population, he said, with increased traffic congestion

and degraded air quality serving as troubling reminders of recent
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N. Utah effort served as blueprint

“We decided we wanted to explore how we could preserve what we

like about Utah ri a way that is consistent with Utah values, he

said.

Matheson said Envision Utah gathered input from more than

20,000 people during the public input process.

Using modeling tools to determine the longterm impact of potential

growth patterns along the Wasatch Front, Matheson said there was

clear support for a plan that included principals designed to

promote compact development and additional housing and

transportation choices for community members.

This focus on community involvement in the planning process was

later emulated in Washington County during the creation of Vision

Dixie, Sizemore said.

“Those were important pieces of the puzzle,” Sizemore said of the

public meetings. “It’s vital to allow just regular citizens and residents

of the county to see what the reality is now and what we anticipate

our population base is going to be in the future.”

Matheson said Envision Utah’s public input process in northern

Utah proved successful in developing a plan for the area’s future.

He said the strategy sought to accomplish six core goals, several of

which are similar to those outlined in Washington County’s strategy.

The strategy included plans to improve air quality in northern Utah

by developing communities that allow residents to walk to their

destinations rather than driving.

“If you put jobs closer to housing, the commute is shorter and that

helps air quality,” he said.

He said the plan also included strategies for improving water

efficiency and reducing infrastructure costs by carefully planning

the locations of new communities.

“We can help create a vision, but it’s up to local jurisdictions and

elected officials to actually implement that vision,” he said of the

voluntary process.

With an emphasis on providing additional transportation options for

residents, Matheson said the Quality Growth Strategy served to

increase interest in the Utah Transit Authority’s light rail system in

Salt Lake County.
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N. Utah effort served as blueprint

While the UTA’s TRAX light rail system once faced skepticism, UTA

spokesman Gerry Carpenter said Envision Utah’s goals served to

bolster support for alternative forms of transportation.

“Many of those who were once naysayers are now supporters,” he

said. “Salt Lake County has very much embraced light rail.”

The system began in 1999. transporting residents between Sandy
and Salt Lake City, but Carpenter said the size of the light rail
network has more than doubled since its inception.

Ridership has also grown significantly in recent years, Carpenter

said. While the UTA’s light rail system recorded 490,000 trips in

January of 2000, more than one million trips were logged in

January of 2011, he said,

“We’ve consistently been over a million trips a month since 2008,”

he said.

Although Washington County’s growth strategy includes a goal
dedicated to providing “balanced” transportation. Washington

County Commissioner Alan Gardner said Vision Dixie is far from a

carbon copy of Envision Utah’s plan for northern Utah.

“We reached our own conclusion down here,” Gardner said.

Vision Dixie includes principles aimed at preserving scenic

landscapes, reserving key areas for industrial growth and others

goals not included in the Quality Growth Strategy.

While some of the core principles differ, Sizemore said many of the
goals within Vision Dixie and the Quality Growth Strategy are

applicable to most communities across the country.

“There are some basic tenets that apply no matter where you are
considering how to accommodate growth,” Sizemore said, including

water conservation and creating communities that promote walking.

Since its introduction in 1999, Envision Utah’s growth strategy has

evolved to become Wasatch Choice for 2040, an updated strategy

offering detalied plans for the future, Matheson said.
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The nature of a regional vision is that it evolves over time and

responds to the changing market conditions,” he said. “Over 10

years, we’ve learned a lot. That vision has become more specific.”

Matheson said he believes Vision Dixie will eventually need to be

updated.

‘You can’t just come up with a vision and think that it’s going to

work forever,” he said. “You have to continually refine it.”

Gardner said he does not expect to see any significant changes to

Vision Dixie in the near future.

“I don’t see it changing a whole bunch,” he said. “Down the road.

things will be tweaked as conditions change, but right now it’s hard

to say what that would be.”

Sizemore said Vision Dixie lacks the financial support necessary for

the research and consulting costs associated with revising or

updating the growth strategy.

With growth strategies in place throughout a number of Utah’s

counties, Matheson said the state has developed a reputation for

future planning.

“We come together in a collaborative way and figure out how to

build communities that reflect our values,” he said. “Utah has

become the national model for thinking ahead.”
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